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The difference between Virus & Bacteria?
Bacteria and viruses can cause many common infections. But what are
the differences between these two kinds of infectious organisms?

Bacteria
Bacteria are tiny microorganisms that are
made up of a single cell. They are very
diverse and they can survive in different
environments, including extreme heat and
cold, radioactive waste, and the human body.
Most bacteria are harmless, and some actually
help by digesting food, destroying diseasecausing microbes, fighting cancer cells, and
providing essential nutrients. Fewer than 1% of bacteria cause diseases in
people.
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Common infections caused by bacteria include:
▪
Strep throat
▪
Tuberculosis
▪
Urinary tract infections

Virus
Viruses are another type of tiny microorganism, although they’re even
smaller than bacteria. Just like bacteria, they’re very diverse and are
parasitic. Unlike bacteria, viruses can't survive without a host. They can
only reproduce by attaching themselves to cells. In most cases, they
reprogram the cells to make new viruses until the cells burst and die. In
other cases, they turn normal cells into malignant or cancerous cells.
Most viruses do cause disease and they're quite specific about the cells
they attack. For example, certain viruses attack cells in
the liver, respiratory system, or blood. In
some cases, viruses target bacteria.
Diseases caused by viruses include:
▪
Chickenpox
▪
AIDS
▪
Common colds
▪
Corona Virus
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The Difference Between Colds & Flu,
COVID19 and Allergies
Do You Know the Difference Between Them?
With so many of us wrestling with fears and unknowns surrounding the
coronavirus pandemic, every throat tickle, nose drip, or cough is suspect:
do I have coronavirus?
By now, we all know that COVID-19, the illness caused by coronavirus, can
cause severe, life-threatening symptoms, although majority of people who
have it will experience a mild to moderate version.
Below, a summary of key symptoms are presented to help you distinguish
these illnesses and take action as needed.

Do You Know?
How do doctors diagnosed?
It's difficult to determine whether
an illness is viral or bacterial
because many ailments
including pneumonia, meningitis,
and diarrhea can be caused by
either. But your doctor may be
able to determine the cause by
listening to your medical history
and doing a physical exam like
blood or urine test to help
confirm a diagnosis, or a "culture
test" of tissue to identify these
illness causing bacteria or
viruses.

How to prevent infections?
•
•
•
•
•

Practice good hygiene
Get vaccinated
Don’t go out if you’re sick
Make sure that food is
cooked thoroughly
Protect against bug bites

What is the recovery time for the coronavirus disease?
Using available preliminary data, the median time from onset to clinical
recovery for mild cases is approximately 2 weeks and is 3-6 weeks for
patients with severe or critical disease.
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The world is facing an unprecedented challenge,
with potentially millions of lives at risk.”
“

Common symptoms of
COVID-19

What is COVID-19?
The new coronavirus is officially called SARS-CoV-2, which stands for
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2. An infection with this
virus can lead to coronavirus disease 19 or COVID-19.
The evidence shows that SARS-CoV-2 may spread more easily and cause
life-threatening illness in some people. Frank Ruschitzka, an author of the
paper from University Hospital Zurich said the researchers had found that
the deadly virus caused more than pneumonia. “It enters the
endothelium [layer of cells], which is the defence line of the blood vessels.
It brings your own defence down and causes problems in
microcirculation,” referring to circulation in the smallest of blood vessel.
Like other coronaviruses, it can survive in the air and on surfaces long
enough to infect someone. However, SARS-CoV-2 multiplies faster in the
body even when you don’t have symptoms. Additionally, you can pass
on the virus even if you never get symptoms at all.
Some people have mild to moderate symptoms only, while others have
severe COVID-19 symptoms. Here are the medical facts to help us
understand how to best protect ourselves and others.
Currently there is no vaccine to prevent coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19).
The best way to prevent illness is to avoid being exposed to
this virus. Wearing masks is primarily to protect others, as well
as offering some degree of protection to the wearer.
✓

The virus is thought to spread mainly from person-to-person.

✓

Between people who are in close contact with one another (within about 6
feet).

✓

Through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs,
sneezes or talks.

✓

These droplets can land in the mouths or noses of people who are nearby or
possibly be inhaled into the lungs.

✓

Some recent studies have suggested that COVID-19 may be spread by
people who are not showing symptoms.
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Doctors are learning new things about
this virus every day. So far, we know
that COVID-19 may not initially cause
any symptoms for some people.
Illness due to COVID-19 infection is
generally mild, especially for children
and young adults. However, it can
cause serious illness: about 1 in every 5
people who catch it need hospital
care.
You may carry the virus for 2 days or
up to 2 weeks before you notice
symptoms.
Some common symptoms that have
been specifically linked to COVID-19
include:
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

Shortness of breath
Having a cough that gets more
severe over time
A low-grade fever that gradually
increases in temperature
Two additional common symptoms
are fatigue and loss of appetite.
Less commonly, people may have
diarrhea, nausea, or vomiting.
Some people report a lack of taste
or smell.
A significant number of people
experience no symptoms (it’s even
possible to have coronavirus and
not experience a fever).
Usually symptoms appear within five
days after exposure, but it can take
up to 14 days.
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SI EN TCM Health Advice Corner
Advice from World Health Organisation

Washing hands vigorously
for 20 seconds.

Why wearing a mask is important?
The virus that causes COVID-19 is mainly transmitted through droplets generated when an infected person coughs,
sneezes, or speaks. These droplets are too heavy to hang in the air. They quickly fall on floors or surfaces but do
remember droplets may stay as aerosol for hours especially in confined spaces or it lingers in the air in crowed places.
You can be infected by breathing in the virus if you are within 2 metre of a person who has COVID-19, or by touching
a contaminated surface and then touching your eyes, nose or mouth before washing your hands.
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TCM Clinics will be open

How TCM can help during this “circuit breaker” period?
There’s currently no treatment specifically approved for COVID-19, and no cure for an infection, although
treatments and vaccines are currently under study. Instead, treatment focuses on managing symptoms as
the virus runs its course.
Western medicine, mostly chemical drugs, were designed to hit a single target, while TCM drugs work like a
team and acted on multiple targets. Western medicine focuses on one area while TCM can treat various
problems.

Warning
Covid-19, the virus cause inflammation and immune disorder, leading to impaired organ
function, including the lungs and heart.

TCM treatment
TCM is able to quickly mobilise the body's defence system to evict
invading enemies and prevent viruses from causing significant damage
to the body.
Eliminating dampness boosts immunity to fight the virus while clearing
heat can change the internal environment of the body so that the virus
cannot escape or hide.
For infectious diseases mainly focuses on three methods:
• Clearing heat
• Eliminating dampness
• Detoxification
TCM experts also shared the "three drugs and three prescriptions" they
used in Covid-19 treatment.
The drugs were commonly used by the public to treat cold and flu as
well as relieving fever and cough while the prescriptions were
developed by the team based on existing formulae used in lung
cleansing and detoxifying, controlling inflammation and increasing
lymphocytes.
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TCM herbal remedy serve as
a promising rehabilitation
approach
清肺排毒汤 –

Qing Fei Pai Du Tang

How Does Qing Fei Pai Du Tang Works?
Qing Fei Pai Du Tang works by ventilating the lungs, releasing the exterior, clearing
heat and phlegm, and promoting fluid removal; the formula is acrid and cooling in
nature.
Containing 21 herbal ingredients, Qing Fei Pai Du Tang is a combination of four
classic remedies, as described in the “Shang Han Lun” (伤寒论) by Zhang Zhongjing.
It has been used to treat thousands of patients, ranging from the mild to severe
during this coronavirus outbreak in China with visible recovery impact. For criticallyill patients, the formula is modified, and modern treatment interventions are
necessary.
In Singapore, our very own home-grown Yi Shi Yuan ( 忆思源中药厂) (GMP TCM
factory) has receive Health Science Authority’s (HSA) approval for production of this
decoction as ultra-fine powder for ease of consumption by the general public.

Recommendation
Patients that recovered
from CoVid-19 can
continue to seek TCM
rehabilitation, to receive
supplemental treatment
by Chinese medicines
according to their
symptoms and
constitution.

Patients in the rehabilitation stage may still experience fatigue or cough, and their
lung inflammation has not fully recovered. Many severe patients still have such
symptoms as heart palpitations and fatigue even after they've been discharged from
hospital. Some patients also suffer from damage to their lungs and other organs. We
need to assess their conditions and then apply targeted rehabilitation treatments.
Call us today for further enquiries.

Si En TCM Medical Clinic’s suggestion:
The various formulas suggested by China TCM experts are for our reference and they are
never irreplaceable. That's why TCM has hundreds of different formulas – they can be
adjusted in accordance to the local resources and situations.
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